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1. Bank Statement Manager 

This module allows for the cash book to
be electronically populated when a bank
statement is imported where large
volumes of transactions are processed.
Once verified, the information can be
updated to a cash book batch and then to
the general ledger. The bank statements
are acquired by using a download facility
that’s provided by each of the four major
banks in South Africa (ABSA, First National
Bank, Standard Bank, Nedbank).
Supported formats include OFC, CSV and
ASCII.  

The advantages of using this module
include the instant processing and coding
of accounts once the initial process of
assigning recurring coding has taken
place; and the process of reconciliation
and account coding is virtually
guaranteed. Another benefit exists for
transactions where the codes have been
assigned as per the relevant accounts.
Codes need not be assigned a second
time – only new transactions have to be
coded in the months to follow. 



2. Bill of Materials 

Together with the Inventory module, the
Bill of Materials module gives you access to
two related functions: Bill of Materials and
Kit Item Codes. With the Bill of Materials
module, you can build, assemble, or
manufacture any inventory item using
other inventory items as parts or
components. The Kit Item Codes allow for
the specification of one code on an invoice,
and the system leads multiple invoice lines
that can include inventory items and
remark lines. You can also create Bills of
Materials or Kit Item Codes with an
unlimited number of components. 
Up to three non-inventory additional costs
associated with the Bill of Materials can be
created, for example, labour, freight and
overhead costs, per Bill of Material. When
you manufacture you can remove
component items and create manufactured
items. 

Reporting for the Bill of Materials module
includes: 
• An audit trail 
• Material requirements to determine
whether there are sufficient components
on hand to manufacture 
• Components used in Bill of Materials / Kit
Item Codes to track inventory items
(components) allocated to a finished
inventory item (manufactured product). 

3. CRM Basic 

Traditionally termed ‘CRM’ or “Contact
Management”, Sage Evolution CRM is core
to the Sage Evolution system’s functionality.
Sage Evolution CRM has taken the concept
of traditional Contact Management much
further by weaving it into the very fibre of
the Sage Evolution accounting system, thus
elevating accounting software to its next
logical state allowing you to not only
capture numbers, but also what we refer to
as business activities. Activity data is
integrated and presented together with the
numbers providing a holistic view of your
business instead of a numbers only view.
This integration provides you with the
ability to control not only your financial
situation but your relationships with your
customers, suppliers and employees. Any
issue that takes place in a business, and is
important enough to be tracked, is
recorded as an Incident in Sage Evolution
CRM.  
Sage Evolution CRM will track all Incidents
to their conclusion or until they are closed
off. The Evolution system stores Incidents
even after they have been closed, allowing
you to track a history of events as they
occurred, as far back as you wish. 

4. Debtors Manager: 

Debtors Manager is a debtor
management system suitable for any
business in any industry seeking to
optimise the debtor collection process.
Debtors Manager debt collection
software has been designed to instantly
implement tracking and control in your
debtors collection department. Unlike
other products which tend to focus on
the macro level, this is a hands-on
practical system that automates the
daily control of the debtors book. This
debt recovery module is only available
while you have a valid Sage Pastel
Business Care Licence contract. 

Debtors Manager creates reports to
monitor debt collection progress, staff
performance and accurately forecasts
cash flow 
With ready to run debtors management
reports for every outstanding invoice,
you can determine why the amount is
outstanding; when it will be paid; what
has been done and what still needs to
be done. 



5. Fixed Assets 

Fixed assets are physical items such as desks, computers, cars, and machinery which
you acquire to run your business. South African Company Law requires that you keep a
register of your business' fixed assets as part of its accounting records. However,
business fixed asset management can be tedious and time-consuming. As you use
assets, they depreciate or become obsolete. You can legally expense depreciation in
your accounts for tax purposes. Sage Pastel’s fixed asset tracking software module
takes care of all of this for you. 

Managing your fixed assets includes the following tasks: 
• Tracking each asset’s value, both from a tax and an accounting point of view 
• Depreciating assets correctly using an appropriate depreciation rate and method 
• Updating the replacement values of your fixed assets for insurance purposes 
• Maintaining an accurate fixed assets register which records information such as: date
of purchase; date of disposal; purchase price; accumulated depreciation and net book
value 
• The Sage Evolution Fixed Assets software module automates all these processes for
you 
• Once you provide the initial information, the fixed asset management system takes
over and manages your assets for you. One of the realities of fixed assets processing is
that companies frequently change depreciation rules as legislation allows and as
company policy changes. Some changes are retroactive to when you purchased the
asset. Sage Evolution Fixed Assets calculates its values dynamically from the start of
each asset’s life, which makes retroactive changes simple. Imagine the time required to
accurately programme all this yourself into a spreadsheet. 

*Sage Evolution Fixed Assets can be used in conjunction with the core Sage Evolution
Accounting system or can be purchased as a stand-alone product 

6. Multi-Currency 

Sage Evolution Multi-Currency allows you
to  process customer and supplier
transactions in their currency. It allows
you to track foreign currency, customer
and supplier values in both the foreign
and home currency. You can view
balances and transactions in either
currency at any time. You can maintain
separate buy and sell rates for each
currency. Sage Evolution Multi-Currency
maintains a history of exchange rates so
that you can process transactions at
earlier dates using the most accurate
exchange rate. When you process
customer receipts or supplier payments,
Sage Evolution uses the current exchange
rate to calculate any foreign exchange
profit or loss, which is automatically
posted. In addition Sage Evolution Multi-
Currency allows you to:  

• Process and print customer and supplier
sales and purchase documents in foreign
currency or home currency.  
• Print customer and supplier statements,
age analysis and transaction reports
using foreign currency or home currency  
• Process foreign currency cashbook
transactions. 



7. Multi-Warehousing 

Working with multiple stores is almost
identical to working with normal inventory
or stock. The only difference is that each
time you want to access an inventory item,
you must specify the store in which the
item exists. Sage Pastel’s warehouse
management software makes it easy to
track and control inventory items. 

Some of the features include: 
• Ability to link users to one or more stores
and prevent users from accessing items in
other stores 
• Creation of up to 999 stores with an
unlimited number of inventory items per
store 
• The same inventory item code can exist in
different stores and will share all item
fields except quantities, cost prices, selling
prices and reorder information 
• Ability to copy selling prices from one
store to another, per item per store 
• Ability to transfer items between stores
using a Store Transfer Journal 
• Inventory reports will allow you to filter
on stores 

8. Point of Sale 

Sage Evolution Point of Sale integrates with
both Receivables and the Inventory add-on
module, while addressing the practical
issues you may encounter within the retail
Point-of-Sale environment.  
It contains the following features which can
assist you with:  
• Security parameters  
• Tender types (cash, voucher, credit card
and cheque)  
• Flexible pricing  
• Discounting  
It supports peripheral devices such as pole
display units, cash drawers, slip printers
and a bar code scanner. It is user friendly,
while offering you flexibility by allowing for
per-till configuration and giving you
powerful reporting features. 

10. Sage Intelligence Reporting: 

Sage Intelligence Reporting is an add-on
module that dynamically links to your Sage
accounting data, taking your business
beyond standard reporting functionality.
You can generate spreadsheets by simply
extracting Sage Accounting data and
converting it into an easy-to-read, graphic
format. Sage Intelligence Reporting retains
report formats and makes them available
for future use. You also have instant access
to ‘live’ information and that last minute
journal no longer impacts your Excel
reporting. Monthly financials account for a
large percentage of manual Excel labour. 

Sage Intelligence Reporting offers a
customisable pack which provides drill-
down functionality. You can customise the
standard set of reports and templates, and
create new ones. It gives you flexibility with
the combinations of financial data you
choose to report on. 

Sage Intelligence Reporting ships with
Management Packs (Balance Sheet, Income
Statement), Sales Master (Sales Reports),
Inventory, Purchasing options, and more. 

9. Pricing Matrix 

This module adds great flexibility to Sage
100 Evolution’s pricing feature. This
module allows you to not only create
volume-based or time-based price breaks
you can specify discounts by customer or
group of customers. In addition you can
design unlimited discount variations, such
as multiple discounts per customer per
stock item, and discounts per stock group
while having the ability to override
discounts on processing invoices. 
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11. Serial Number Tracking 

Sage Evolution Serial Number Tracking
allows you to track items from the
moment you purchase or manufacture
them to the time you sell them. With this
stock control software module, inventory
management even extends to you being
able to track the item for warranty
purposes should it be returned to you for
repairs. 
Each item has its own unique serial
number 
With Sage Evolution inventory control
software, Serial Number History allows
one to view movement history for serial
number items. With Serial Number Listing,
the serial number per inventory item,
along with its status can be viewed. 
Use the Serial Number Tracking Module
with other Add-On modules:  
Multi-Stores and Bill of Materials 
By using the Multi-Stores module, you can
transfer serialised inventory items
between stores. Use of the Bill of Materials
module allows manufacture into serialised
items. 
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12. Voucher Management 

The process of creating a payment or
receipt voucher is an essential function for
many businesses and the Voucher
Management module helps streamline and
automate these processes. This module is
suitable for clubs, schools and other
organisations where money is collected
from members, students or customers and
documented proof is required for audit
and record purposes.   
Main features in Sage Evolution Voucher
Management  
• Role base authorisations, permissions
and discretionary limits per user. 
• Process Accounts Receivable receipts. 
• Process Accounts Payable payment
advices. 
• Process General Ledger receipts and/or
payments. 
• Support for multi-currency accounts. 
• Customisable receipts and payment
voucher layouts. 
• Capture and save receipts and payments
for future processing. 
• Maintain and print audit trials. 


